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Abstract
An initial plan to refresh an Education module by introducing aspects of elearning, evolved quickly into a project which brought together the practical,
the virtual and the reflective. An existing assignment task based on students
reflecting on their experiences of education was re-framed as a creative
project. Students selected five memories from their own education and made
postcards to represent them. These postcards were uploaded to a privacyprotected website so students could see each others’ work. The students
then wrote short essays to theorise each memory. The tutors’ and students’
evaluations suggest that the practical project motivated the students by
adding a creative dimension; it was a positive, enjoyable experience that also
fostered engagement with the module and added to the quality of the
students’ reflective writing.
Introductory context and intention
The module ‘Concepts of Education’ is compulsory for a specific group
of undergraduate students who have either just transferred out of the
teacher training (QTS) programme or are working as Teaching
Assistants and are likely to go on to take a PGCE. In each case, the
students are at a point of transition in terms of their identities as
students.
The module addresses aspects of psychology, history, sociology and
philosophy, as well as education research and reflection on students’
own learning. It is a 40 credit year-long module. Motivated by an
interest in refreshing the module, the authors (Sue, an education tutor
and Andy, an e-learning adviser) met to discuss possibilities. The
conversation turned to a consideration of broader aims and to
underlying dispositions to learning such as commitment, imagination,
creativity and engagement. How could these attitudes be fostered,
alongside meeting the module’s specific assessment criteria for
students to reflect critically on themselves as learners? At this point
serendipity and personal enthusiasms played a part and shaped the
decision to embark on a project which became known as ‘5 postcards’.

The required, un-assessed task for the students was to identify five
experiences or events from their own education and to make a postcard
to represent each recollection. Each student’s first postcard was
shared and discussed in a teaching session and a dedicated site on
posterous.com enabled the students to post and share their postcards.
Each postcard formed the starting point for a 200 word theorising of the
memory. This written work was then formally assessed.

Why postcards and why not
The idea of postcards was the result of personal interests. Andy is a
long-established postcard-collector and mailart enthusiast; Sue is a
recent mailart enthusiast. Mailart is a democratic, non-commercial way
for artists (and those who might not describe themselves primarily as
artists) to share their artwork in the post/mail. It emerged in part as a
reaction against the commercialisation of the art-world and is strongly
based on an inclusive and democratic philosophy. This philosophical
approach underpinned the 5 postcard project. A non-judgemental ethos
was considered fundamental, in order for all students to feel positive
about participating. The process of creating the postcards, and the
subsequent oral narrating of the stories and discussions fed into the
students’ thinking and reflective writing.
It is important to point out that we are not advocating the adoption of
postcards in a formulaic way or their use as a widely applicable
‘teaching tool’. It is rather that we want to draw attention to the process
of establishing a different approach to an established task and that
there are benefits because it grasped the interest and attention of the
tutors and students. As a creative task it fitted neatly with our intentions
to support students’ ability to reflect on personal recollections of
education.
Postcards in practice
The students were introduced to the idea of reflecting critically on their
experiences of education in a discussion-based session, also drawing
on examples from academic texts and literature. This was followed by a
collaboratively-taught session, led by Andy and Sue, introducing mailart

and postcard art and giving the students time to look at original
examples of postcard art, from our own collections, on a range of
themes and topics. This generated numerous questions from the
students, and a range of emotions (from apprehension to enthusiasm)
as they were confronted by a less-conventional assessment format.
In a later session, the students had to bring in their first postcard and
these were to be displayed and discussed. Again adopting an aspect of
mailart in practice, the students could drop their postcard anonymously
in a box at the start of the session. The postcards were then displayed
in the students’ absence, over the break. On their return, the plan was
to talk about what the postcards might represent and if students wanted
to identify their postcard and discuss the story behind it, they could. In
the event, the discussion quickly became interactive and very animated.
In sharing the experiences each student, as the expert on the content,
was empowered by telling their story. Students got to know each other,
and showed interest in each other’s perspectives; they made
connections with one another and responded in a range of ways ,which
included humour, horror and empathy. They began to help each other to
theorise the stories, thinking about why certain events had taken place
and what could be learnt from them.

Figure 1, Teacher/pupil relationships

In this example (Figure 1), the student theorised a memory about
teacher/pupil relationships and concluded that ‘...authoritarian teaching
approaches can promote a construction of relationships underpinned by
inequality and the exertion of power over others... relationships should
foster mutual respect, collaboration, trust and care.’

Figure 2, Pupil autonomy

Here (Figure 2), the joyful feeling of wellbeing is encapsulated and then
reflected upon by another student, ‘...being given responsibility made
me feel very motivated to work hard... Giving children various
opportunities to contribute and participate within school is beneficial...
this means the child is developing as a whole person.’
Student feedback on 5 postcards
The students’ comments on the 5 postcard project demonstrate that the
opportunity to be creative in an academic context was largely
appreciated and enjoyed, though some commented on the challenge
that the task presented. The following words illustrate the gist of the
feedback received: struggled, memorable, creative, imagination,

motivated, participate, personal, refreshing, think, enthusiastic, fun,
sharing, reflect, understanding, change, difficult, not judgmental,
enriching, hard, worrying, interesting, release, freedom, challenging.
Further reflection
Making the postcards and discussing them over several weeks, formed
part of the initial composition stages of the writing process for the
students. The engagement with the task, the commitment demonstrated
by the students as they told their stories and discussed them, and the
depth of reflection in the students’ writing suggest that the quality of
their work was enhanced by this process.
The practical and tangible (i.e. not essentially screen-based) nature of
the postcard-making was a surprising task for the students. The on-line
gallery added to the sense of community. They found the project
stimulating and it encouraged mutual support and discussion amongst
the students, as evidenced by the tutors‘ perceptions of the sessions.
As the focus of the task was the students’ own memories, they were
positioned as experts responsible for theorising a personal recollection.
This, coupled with the alternative starting point of the postcard, resulted
in all students being actively involved in discussions. From this basis,
the students had something specific they wanted to write about and to
theorise. The creativity and engagement stimulated by the 5 postcard
project was experienced by the students and the tutors alike. There are
wider potential implications, such as nurturing student identity and other
significant dispositions to learning. Working to introduce alternative
teaching approaches which refresh module content, liven up the
process and contribute to the quality of the learning are worth investing
in. This project also contributes to an argument against the notion of
teaching as a mechanical and impersonal task and one which can be
overlaid by a universally applicable template of techniques.
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